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Note on Usage

there is a separate letter for each main sound. The spelling thus 
aims at phonetic consistency. For Turkish artists, place names, 
publications and special terms this book employ modern Turkish 
spelling. Proper names have been kept in modern Turkish with one 

vowel.

second syllable of rhythm.

ö like ö in German or eu in French peur.

ü like ü in German or u in French.
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INTRODUCTION

beauty and aura of a historic town envelopes the visitor and takes him 
back into history, making it possible to feel the presence of the past at a 
very close distance. The works of old masters transcend time and reach 
our day, arousing interest and feelings of admiration.  

With their natural, archaeological, urban environments and assets, the 

treasured monuments and artistic, archaeological assets are sources of 
inspiration for the young and the old. 

With its history going back to prehistoric times, Istanbul has an 
important place among the ancient cities of the world. Its position 

Marmara Sea and the Bosphorus. Its unmatched location and silhouette  

people from different countries; their presence has made Istanbul a 
melting pot of cultures. 

Being the capital of empires ruling around the Mediterranean has 
given Istanbul the chance to foster science and arts, along with vigor 

was not reserved to limited periods of time; with the support of political 

designs were produced without interruption over a period of more than 
thousand years. As a result, the city became an open air museum where 
monuments like the Hagia Sophia which is a landmark in architectural 
history of the world and impressive Ottoman complexes from the 

Myths, songs and poems written about its beauty, the elegance of 
Istanbuliots, rich literary collections about the life in the city, the 

of the city, the gourmet kitchen with hot and cold dishes and sweets 

the life of the commons, make up the intangible heritage of Istanbul

Zeynep AHUNBAY
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ISTANBUL: QUEEN OF CITIES 

Moved by the destruction of important natural and cultural sites 
through neglect, urban sprawl, big engineering projects, UNESCO 
decided to take action to protect the outstanding cultural and 
natural heritage of the world. An international convention which 

and protection was established. The World Heritage Convention 

would make a study of their natural and cultural treasures and select 
sites which could be listed as World Heritage. The Convention 
underlined the collaboration of nations for the protection of the 
cultural and natural heritage with universal value. The inscribed 
places would be treasured by all nations and their protection 

on the World Heritage List, sites or monuments needed to have 
“outstanding universal value”, a concept which underlines the 
quality of being above national importance. 

A committee was created within UNESCO to evaluate the 
nominations to the World Heritage List and to monitor the 

team from ICOMOS International and/or IUCN, depending on 

Committee reviews the applications according to a total of ten 

included in the List, cultural sites should satisfy at least one criteria. 
Outstanding universal value is tested by integrity and authenticity. 
Furthermore, it is necessary to guarantee a legal and administrative 
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started to proceed with nominations to the World Heritage List. 

Historic Areas of Istanbul was inscribed in the List of World 

Horn, the Bosphorus and the Marmara Sea. The major part of its 
population lived within the area surrounded by the land and sea 
walls until the end of the nineteenth century. Other historic parts 

the villages along the Bosphorus. 

The urban history of the area within the walls goes back to 
prehistoric times. The walled city has great archaeological 
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potential but there is a living city on its top and chances 

archaeological remains discovered during new constructions are 
respected and are put under legal protection if they are regarded 
as worthy of protection in-situ. There are also occasions when 

new house are removed after documentation, in order to allow for 
modern development. 

During the Ottoman period, the city developed over ancient 

the still standing walls and substructures. The top layer of the city 
has buildings from Roman, Byzantine, Ottoman periods and the 

During the nineteenth century, most of the civil architecture was 
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were decrees to build houses in masonry. Thus the houses in the 
Fener and Balat districts were built in brick and stone, after a 

large proportion of the timber districts of Istanbul. These areas had 
to be rebuilt on a grid-iron plan with brick or concrete. With the 
new planning approach, the scale of the neighborhoods changed 

the urban scape of the city. Architects were concerned about the 

traditional architecture in timber. 
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The efforts to protect the urban fabric of the old city gained 
momentum in the second half of the twentieth century. Until 

the designation of individual houses. Ordinary historic houses in a 
row were not regarded as worthy of being preserved. They had to 
have some special features to be designated, a monumental façade 
or a richly decorated interior. It was not possible to designate 
groups of buildings, or streetscapes. 

timber architecture. 

Bazaar, Fener-Balat districts were not included. 

report for designation. The selected areas were regarded as the 

Aqueduct of Valens spanning the valley betweeen the fourth and 
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most prestigious of the historic city and representative of its past. 
The report summarized the risks Istanbul was facing at the time. In 

out at the risks of urban growth and pressures emanating from 

combined under the title “Historic Areas of Istanbul”. World 

the Historic Areas of Istanbul entered the World Heritage List as 

Istanbul has been a part of the Mediterranean World since ancient 
times with its commercial, cultural, administrative relations. The 
site of old Istanbul, the area contained within the city walls is 
called the Historic Peninsula. The topography of the peninsula has 
made it possible to develop a spectacular city, using the accents 
of hilltops and the advantages of the shores. The interesting 

commercial center of town and green areas were arranged with 
subtlety on the hills of the peninsula, creating a picture which is 
very interesting to look at. 

The valuable vestiges of Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman periods; 

churches and mosques, palaces, madrasas, caravansarays present 
a wide variety of archaeological and architectural repertoire. The 

impressive monuments being located in the capital. Several 
important monuments of the Ottoman period, dating from the last 

their original functions, some are adapted to serve as museums or 
other cultural institutions. 
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HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY

The foundation of many cities are connected with some 

in disguise, transforming her into a white cow. Nevertheless, Hera 
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his visit to the oracle in Delphi, Byzas was told to go and found 
a city across Chalcedon, “the country of the blind”. He sailed out 
and travelled north from Megara, passing through the Dardanelles 
and reaching the entrance of the Bosphorus. As he approached 

on the Asian side, while there was a much superior place on the 
European side, must be considered “blind”. So he settled at the tip 
of the promontory across Chalcedon; the colony he established 
was named Byzantion, after him. 

The foundation of Byzantion is dated to the seventh century 
B.C. The Hell
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Byzantion are visible above ground today; some coins, steles are 

were covered by the constructions of the later cultural strata. 

Byzantion was pressed by Roman power at the end of the second 
century A.D. Septimius Severus sieged the city but the city 

Hagia Sophia
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would not surrender at once. The resistance against the Roman 
army angered Septimius Severus. After the takeover, he set the 

the urban scene. 

capital of the Roman Empire was a great decision and a turning 
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point in the in the history of the city. The capital city was enlarged, 

public buildings. New walls were built and the city was called 
Nea Roma/New Rome or Constantinopolis, Constantine’s city 

Constantinopolis was also organized in a way to have seven hills. 

Families from Rome were invited to settle at the new capital. 
To embellish the city in accordance with its stature, interesting 
objects were brought from different parts of the Empire. The 

The Hippodrome with its surviving monuments, the Aqueduct of 
Valens, the colossal capitals standing in the second courtyard of 

Cistern give an idea about the monumentality of the Roman 
architecture in the city. 

Since the city was founded on a peninsula with the mainland in 
the west, its growth had to be in the westward direction. With 
each enlargement of the city, new defense lines were needed. 
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hills of the peninsula. Since there are no visible remains of the 

down to Lycus valley, went up the hill to Fatih and reached 

Information about the layout of the city during the Roman period is 
rather schematic. Before becoming Constantinopolis, the western 

Constantine’s Column stands today. Outside the walls, there was 
the necropolis of the ancient city. Constantine enlarged the city and 

at the same place where 
the present Hagia 
Sophia stands. To the 
south of the major 
church, there was the 
forum of Augusteion. 
A colonnaded street, 
called Mese ran from 
the Augusteion to the 
west, reaching the 
Forum of Constantine. 
Although the form 
of the Constantinian 
forum is no longer 
discernible, there are 
descriptions about its 
original design. The 
forum was circular in 
plan, to look like the 
ocean. Marble base of the Obelisk of 

Theodosius on the Hippodrome
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Mosaic decoration over the apse of Hagia Sophia 
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m high porphyry column, topped with the bronze statue of the 
Emperor. The statue originally belonged to god Helios; only 
his head was changed to look like the Emperor. During its long 

The eastern and western 
gates of the forum were 
adorned with statues. The 
level of the ground rose 
considerably in time and 
the surrounding urban 

changed. But the basic 
road structure of the 
ancient city has survived 
through the centuries. The 

as the main thoroughfare of 
the city continued during 
the Ottoman period. The 
name became Divanyolu 
during the Ottoman 
period. It was used by the 
sultan for processions, as 
he and his retinue moved 

towards the main gate 

to start campaigns in the 
western direction.
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Remains of the Theodosian Arch
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From the Forum of Constantine, the colonnaded street was 

Square is located today. The remains of the monumental arch of 

A reconstitution drawing of the Theodosian Arch was made by 

using the information from the architectural evidence discovered 
in-situ and the marble blocks scattered around the foundations. 

special. The shafts had reliefs carved on their shaft, making these 
structural elements look like tree trunks. The central part of the 

space on the main road. The forum of Arcadius was located to the 
southwest of the city, close to the Constantinian wall.

The shape of the ancient forums were changed in later times, 
some of the monuments standing in their middle were disturbed 

changed in the Ottoman period; some of the columns lost their 
public appearance, becoming enclosed in the garden of private 
houses. One of them is the Column of Arcadius which originally 
stood in the middle of the Arcadius Forum. The monument has 

carvings over its shaft, arranged in a band surrounding it in the 

Today only the lower part of the monument is preserved; it stands 
in the garden of a private house and not visible from the street. 

During the eighteenth century, the column of Marcian was also 

devastated a large portion of the Fatih district, a new street plan 
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Nuruosmaniye mosques
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was adopted. The planner for the region appreciated the value of 
this ancient monument and used it as the centerpiece of a new 
circus. Today the column stands at a crossing, with several streets 
directed towards it. 

Anthemious to protect the city from the assaults of the approaching 

Theodosian Wall with its triple defence system consisting of 
the ditch, front wall and the main wall, has been very helpful in 
defending the city against other armies. 

The city was embellished with civil and religious buildings during 

were erected. Early Christian churches were basilical in plan 
and had timber roofs. The oldest surviving church in Istanbul is 
the Basilica of St John, located within the Studious Monastery. 
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Studious was converted into a mosque during the Ottoman period. 

nineteenth century destroyed its timber roof, also causing damage 
to the marble columns and entablature. Today, the monument has 

second Hagia Sophia founded by Theodosius II was devastated by 

the present Hagia Sophia. The surviving column bases of the second 
Hagia Sophia are preserved in situ . Huge architraves built of marble 

a pediment block from the western gable give an idea about the 

Remains of the second Hagia Sophia in the atrium of the present one
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Church of the Chora Monastery, parekklesion dome
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of medieval churches was quite different from these earlier 
structures. Most of them were smaller in scale, due to the limited 
sources available for building programs. They usually had cross-

Hagios Andreas (Koca Mu

Monastery Church highlights the level of the decorative arts 
during the Medieval period. Though the largest of the medieval 

of its original marble revetment preserved in the interior. Not 
much survived from of its mosaic and other decoration due to 
severe earthquake damages and the Latin occupation of the city. 

Church of the Chora Monastery, Kariye Museum
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marble revetments were removed from churches and the other 
monuments and taken to Europe, especially to Venice. With the 

were restored and the churches which had been converted to Latin 

After the conquest of Constantinople by Mehmet II, most of the 
old churches were converted into mosques; minbars and mihrabs 

Mosques connected to Mehmet II foundation like the Hagia 

loggias reserved for the sultan. 

Vefa Kilise Camii
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The Monastery Church of the Chora Monastery; 
detail from the apse of the parekklesion
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The ancient city had several harbours on its southern and northern 

the Hellenistic period. The Theodosian and Sophianae harbours on 
the south coast were silted in time. Some old engravings from the 

Julian/Sophianae/Kontoskalion and the Eleutherios/Theodosius 
I harbours. The harbours are depicted as protected by sea walls; 
they have arched openings to let in the ships . Both of the harbours 
were silted and out of use during the 

Cleaning of a shipwreck discovered in the 
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Kontoskalion harbour which 
was called  
by the Turkish people, was 

Instead of the ancient harbours 
on the southern coast of the 
city; Ottomans preferred 

protected from the strong 
south wind that affects the sea 
considerably. Very little was 
known about the harbours 
until the recent rescue 

provided the opportunity to 
carry out research into the 
silted Theodosian harbour. 

western part of the harbour, ruins of the harbour walls and timber 
posts to which the ships were tied were brought to light. More 
than twenty ship wrecks with loads of amphorae and other goods 
provided information about the nature of the Medieval seafaring 
of the city. 

Very little has survived from the early palaces of Constantinople. 

of the palaces in the Constantinian capital was closely related 
to the architectural tradition in Rome. These two palaces can be 
considered as representative of the many which have been lost. 

of their importance. 
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covers a wide area from the Hagia Sophia to the Marmara coast. 

Ministry of Culture. The deformed sections were removed from 
the ground, cleaned, stabilized and replaced in their original 
positions. A new roof was built over the site, to protect it from the 
climatic conditions. The site has become the Mosaic Museum and 
is open to visitors.

During the restoration of the Tevkifhane, the old detention and 
later prison building dating from early twentieth century, some 

west of the old prison provided new insight into the organization 

within the Archaeological Museum of Istanbul. The in-situ 
remains, walls, decorated vaults, gates and the other remains of 

Romans supplied fresh water to the city from sources in the 
west and the northern part of the town. Aqueducts and cisterns 
were constructed to bring water to the city and store it for times 
of war and siege. Aqueduct of Valens, also called Hadrianus 

surviving water conveyance system in the town. It spanned the 

the fourth hill near the Theodosian Forum. Some claim that the 
stones from the walls of Chalcedon were used for its construction. 
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The two storey structure has come through the centuries with 

new conveyance systems, established by individuals were placed 
above it. The eastern part of the aqueduct collapsed during the 

Istanbul is responsible for the maintenance of the monument. A 

monument suffers from the vibrations and the pollution generated 

There are quite a number of cisterns in the historic city. Some are 
called the open cisterns; they have large basins without a roof. 

of water. Their thick and high walls have withstood time, but the 
conduits and the mechanical systems have disappeared. The open 

A Medusa head, reused in the Basilica Cistern
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cisterns were abandoned during the Ottoman period. Some people 
used them for agricultural activity or built houses inside them. A 
small quarter with a masjid developed inside the Aspar cistern after 

Istanbul cleaned the accretions inside the cisterns. Today, the open 
cisterns are surrounded by densely built neighborhoods. Some 
are used as parks and playgrounds. Some temporary buildings, 
used for educational purposes are built within them, to make the 
most out of these vast structures. Considering their archaeological 

and presented in a better way. 

With their closely spaced columns and brick vaults, the underground 
cisterns are fascinating spaces to visit. Among them, the Basilica 
and Binbirdirek cisterns are the more impressive. Basilica Cistern 

in use throughout the Byzantine period. Ottomans preferred to use 
fresh water running directly from the natural sources; so many of 
the Byzantine cisterns were not used and totally forgotten. 

The Basilica cistern was rediscovered in the nineteenth century 
and became a tourist attraction. There was still some water at its 
bottom and visitors used a boat to reach the far ends of its mystical 
interior. With the establishment of the Turkish Republic, the care 
of aqueducts and cisterns was handed over to the Metropolitan 

monument. During the implementation of the project, interesting 
details were brought to light. One of the discoveries was the 
frieze blocks with gigantic Medusa heads; these had been used 
as bases for some columns. Reuse of columns and capitals from 
ancient monuments was common practice for the Byzantines. 

the reused material. The restoration project included the addition 
of a new lighting system and walking platforms for the visitors. 
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The cistern is now open to the public; occasionally artistic 
performances and cultural events are organized taking advantage 

the brick stamps date the construction of Binbirdirek cistern to 

columns composed of two shafts placed on top of each other. Its 
dark interior was used as a silk workshop during the nineteenth 

cleaned and restored. It is now open to the public; the interior is 

Interior of Binbirdirek Cistern
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new buildings. It is important to clean them and make accessible 
to the public, as part of the cultural heritage of the city. The cistern 

restored and reused. The Touring and Automobile Club converted 

settlement with its own administration. After the establishment 

live there but there were several changes. The commercial center 
near the coast was remodelled. A bedesten was built in the center 
by Sultan Mehmet II. The great tower above the settlement was 

started to grow outside the walls. The embassies of European 
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OTTOMAN PERIOD (1453-1922)

The transformation of Constantinople into the Ottoman capital 
took a long time to realize. Sultan Mehmet II, “the Conqueror”, 
initiated projects to restore the city and improve the living 

buildings, including three bedestens and a cannon foundry outside 

basic institutions for state administration, religious, educational, 
commercial and the defense functions.

To revive the city, an appeal was made to the inhabitants who 
had left the city during the siege, to come back. New settlers 
were brought from the Balkans and Anatolia. The newly formed 
quarters took their names from the places the settlers originated 
from. Thus the name of Aksaray comes from Aksaray in central 

century. 

of the Bosphorus
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primary school and a bath were founded in different parts of 

been active in reviving the city. New settlements also developed 

Asian side started to develop. 

patriarch declined to stay there. So the site was chosen to build the 

eight madrasas, eight prep schools, a caravansaray, a guest house, 
a primary school, a hospital, a double bath and the tombs of the 

campus, with the mosque in the center and madrasas arranged 

Tophane-i Amire, The Imperial Cannon Foundry
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symmetrically on the north and the south. The mosque which is 
considered as a step in the development of Ottoman mosques; it 
had a big dome and a semi dome in the qibla direction.

madrasas. The central dome collapsed. The scale of the structural 
damage necessitated the reconstruction of the mosque. The 

was rebuilt using a new plan and structural scheme, composed 
of a central dome surrounded by four semidomes. The tombs of 

over the centuries. The primary school, hospital, the double 
bath, the caravansaray and kitchen have been lost in time. The 

guesthouse and the madrasas. A project for the reinforcement of 
the endangered structures is going on. 
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offered several social, religious and educational services to 
their neighborhoods and also to the city. The model of the Fatih 

hospital, a guesthouse, a bath and tombs in addition to an imperial 
mosque and educational buildings. 

of the mastery in dealing with urban topography. With their 

eternalize the memory of their founders. 

capital. This part of the town acquired the name , after the 

its east there is the grand 
Bazaar, on its west there 
was the Theodosian Arch. 
During the construction of 

buildings must have been 

visited Istanbul in the 

century mentions that he 
wanted to see the Column 
of Theodosius and learned 
that it was removed about 

the construction of the 
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imperial mosques to have spacious courtyards surrounded with 

with three monumental gates and arcades decorated with coloured 

but much reduced in scale. The mosque followed the tradition of 
early Ottoman period, with guestrooms attached to the mosque. 
Two tall minarets attached to the ends of the entrance wall add to 
the monumentality of the mosque.
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There is also a caravansaray, a public kitchen, a primary school, 
a madrasa, a double bath and the tomb of the sultan. The imaret, 
caravansaray and the primary school constitute a group close to 
the mosque. The other buildings are detached from the mosque. 

to Istanbul’s monuments. The main dome of the mosque was 
damaged. To stabilize the structure, the supporting arches and 
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most of its members still intact. The caravansaray and the public 

building type in Istanbul. Its functional units, like the kitchen, 
the refectory, cellars, bakery are organized around an arcaded 

in fact, it has been taken as a model by architect Sinan for his 
design of Haseki and other public kitchens. 

The primary school is a small building which lies to the southeast 

is a domed iwan; a roofed space but open to the courtyard. This 
part was like a porch to keep the children warm in winter. 

The Serpent Column 
from the Hippodrome 
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from the other buildings. It has a classroom and cells organized 
around an arcaded courtyard in the form of a U; a typology which 

details. The madrasa was transformed into a public library in the 
twentieth century. Recently, it has been converted into a museum 
for the art of calligraphy. 

The double bath is a monumental building located to the 
southwest of the madrasa, on one of the main streets of the 
city. When the level of the street was lowered during the road 

Theodosius. The double bath has monumental dressing halls and 
beautifully decorated interior spaces; with almost symmetrically 
organized sections for men and women. Recently, it has been 
restored by Istanbul University to be used as a planetarium and a 
museum of astronomy. 

5959595595959595959595959995595955959595959595959559595959959599595559595559559559595599595555959599599559599999559555999999999555559555559999999995595559595
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During the Byzantine period, the buzzing 
commercial center of Constantinople was located 

It stretched from the forums of Theodosius and 

close relation with the harbour, the area continued 
its use for the commercial activity through the 
Ottoman period. Several shops, bedestens, inns, 
mosques, madrasas, schools, baths were built to 
serve the needs of the tradesmen and the citizens. 
The names of the small ports reveal the type of 
activity which took place along the shore; Limon 

center is still active and thriving with similar 

are the places where daily life continues within 
its colourful atmosphere. 

Some of the important caravansarays, like 

century, have suffered from earthquakes, neglect, 
change of ownership, lack of maintenance and 
crouching of unsuitable functions. At present, 
the commercial center of the historic city 
is on the verge of a serious transformation. 
The Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul is 
developing projects for the rehabilitation of the 
area. There are plans to remove the accretions 
and restore the historic fabric carefully; to revive 
the commercial part of the town and integrate it 
with the other parts.
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Sultan Ahmet Mosque and its environs
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The political and economic support to architectural activity was 

as some of the projects which contributed to the improvement 
of the quality of urban life, as well as having an impact on the 

city became even more attractive and pleasing to the eye with 

Architect Sinan’s contribution to the emergence of Istanbul’s 
image as the Ottoman capital was outstanding.

Architect Sinan worked like a civil engineer constructing 
aqueducts and bridges. He brought drinking water to the city 
from the north with a long conveyance system including several 
aqueducts. He stabilized Hagia Sophia, designed some pavillions 
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to the attraction of the city. From the impressive vizierial palaces 

Hippodrome survives, though reduced in size and altered. Due 

special role. It was used like a tribune from which the Sultan 
attended ceremonies taking place on the public square. Especially 
the circumcision feasts of the young princes were the occasions 
when large crowds gathered on the Hippodrome. The sultan and 
the princes watched the games, or processions from the loggia 
overlooking the square. The palace was used for other purposes 
in late Ottoman period. Today, it is turned into the Museum of 

ceramic ware and ethnographic material. 

Ottoman power started to decline in the seventeenth century; 
the economic situation was not strong enough to support an 

the beginning of the seventeenth century, was the leading project 

and south of the ancient Hippodrome, comprising a monumental 
mosque with an imperial pavillion, a madrasa, the tomb of the 
founder, a darulkurra, a public kitchen, a hospital, a public bath, 

Hippodrome were pulled down. 

The southern end of the Hippodrome, the Sphendone, was 
included within the construction grounds. This area was used to 

result, the Hippodrome became a much smaller public square. 

Several changes took place in the buildings and the area 

The hospital was transformed into an arts and crafts school in late 
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nineteenth century. The school is still active and has incorporated 

Another major change at the end of the nineteenth century was 
the construction of two new buildings on northern façade of the 
public kitchen. The Ministry for Mining and Forestry and the 
Janissary Museum buildings were raised on the southern side of 
the Hippodrome. The two buildings were united internally during 
the twentieth century to be used as a school of economics and 

house the Rectorate of Marmara University and its auditorium. 

up and completed by queen mother Turhan Valide Sultan. The 
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the goods brought to the city by ships. The locality was important 
commercially and inhabited by Jews. Turhan Sultan paid for the 

continue the construction of the mosque and the dependencies. 
The mosque was called , meaning the “New Mosque”, 
a name which has come to our day. The imperial lodge of Turhan 
Valide Sultan, her tomb, a monumental fountain and sabil, a 
covered bazaar, called the Egyptian Bazaar due to the spices 
coming from Egypt make up the program of the second imperial 
building venture of the seventeenth century. 

Originally, the outer courtyard of the mosque was surrounded by the 
ancient sea walls in the north . During the nineteenth century, the 
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between the coast and the mosque. These were removed in the 

Cami to be visible again. The area surrounding the mosque 
is one of the busiest squares of the city, vibrant with life; the 

through its streets.

The restricted economy of the seventeenth century lead to a 

primary school, the tomb of the founder and a fountain. Today the 
madrasas are used as research institutes attached to universities or 
cultural associations.

river called the “sweet waters of Europe”. The section of the 
river passing through the palace grounds was paved with marble; 
several cascades, pavillions were built to make the place look like 
a heaven on earth. 
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During the eighteenth century, rococo and baroque styles were 
introduced to Istanbul by way of imported goods and diplomatic 

development of the baroque style in architecture. 

The sultans and their family members supported the construction 
of several fountains in the city. The Ahmet III Fountain in front of 

of the sabil-fountain compositions from the period. The streets 
and the most frequented open spaces of the town were embellished 
with several beautiful fountains. Among the most beautiful, the 

During the nineteenth century, styles which were in fashion in 
Europe found their way into the Ottoman capital. In addition 
to European architects working for the sultan, some Ottoman 
citizens trained as architects in Europe introduced and adapted 
the current styles to Istanbul. Balyan family is famous for its 
members who have been court architects. They were responsible 

buildings in Istanbul during the nineteenth century. As part of 
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the westernization of Ottoman administration, several civil and 

ministries were raised in the city, transforming its image. Some of 
the travellers visiting Istanbul during the reign of Mahmut II have 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, Raimondo D’Aronco, 

II to work in Istanbul. He became the palace architect and is well 

The Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Mining (now the 

involvement in Ottoman architecture. It was a time when 
revivalism was in the air. 
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Architect Vedat Tek and Mimar Kemalettin Bey were the 

First National Movement”. Architect Kemalettin Bey designed the 

are considered to be landmarks from early twentieth century. 

architecture. Revival styles were in fashion. Several important 
summer houses in Art Nouveau style along the coast of the 

with multi-storey housing. These areas were inhabited mainly by 

barracks which were located outside of the settled areas of the 
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city became surrounded with new neighborhoods from the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

around Sirkeci and Divanyolu. Widening the main streets like 
Alemdar and Divanyolu as a measure to facilitate the movement 

old street pattern; a new planning, using a grid-iron scheme was 
adopted. The reconstruction of the city according to a new layout 
and with different materials and scale resulted in great pressure 
for change and the loss of the surviving urban fabric. 

There was need to made the city suitable for the increasing 

the construction of the wide Vatan and Millet boulevards, narrow 
streets were widened, the urban fabric was cut through without 
much care to preserve the historic city. Some monuments were 
moved or transferred to other locations. The new building 
regulation which allowed the construction of high blocks on the 

and changed its urbanscape. 

The Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Mining 
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THE REPUBLICAN PERIOD 

With the fall of the Ottoman Empire, Ankara became the new 
capital of the Turkish Republic and the center of state affairs. 

importance as the cultural, economic and industrial center of 
the country. The transition from the Ottoman to the Republican 

administrative system which had its effects in the outlook on 
architecture. The newly established state wanted to be part of the 
new idioms, rather than sticking to the outdated revival styles. A 
new direction in architectural design was introduced to the new 
capital by the architects invited from Europe.

Some prominent Turkish architects continued their professional  
activities in Istanbul and designed important buildings in the 

worth mentioning. 

The establishment of the legal framework for the designation of 

were registered as individual units; it was not possible to list 

or archaeological sites and place them under legal protection. 

timber architecture were designated as conservation areas. 

owners; conservation areas occupied by poor people declined 

improper interventions. With the help of new legislation which 
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of the conservation areas. The central and local governments 
are more concerned about the conservation of cultural heritage; 

to the private house 
owners. 

With the risk of losing more of the timber architecture in 

Istanbul has initiated campaigns to train master carpenters to 
repair and restore timber houses. 

Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul
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HISTORIC AREAS OF ISTANBUL 

When Istanbul was nominated for World Heritage, only a limited 
part of its historic urban fabric was under legal protection. This 
is one of the reasons why not all of the areas worthy of being 

of historic Istanbul and bear archaeological, urban and symbolic 
values. By carrying out the necessary improvements and studies, 
they may be included in the List in the future. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARK

Until recently, it was customary to start the history of Istanbul 
with Byzantion and claim that the city has cultural levels which go 

dating back to prehistoric times. This revolutionary discovery has 

The better known history of the city starts with Byzantion, a 
Hellenistic colony which was inhabited by Megerans from 

are areas and levels which have not been fully researched. 

prepare a regulatory plan for Istanbul. The planner appreciated 
the archaeological potential of the city and designated the eastern 

stretched from the Bosphorus in the east to the Basilica Cistern and 

the Marmara Sea in the south. The plan focused on archaeological 
research to reveal the ancient features of the city and proposed 
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are mainly owned by the State and maintained with public funds. 

of the Four Season’s Hotel is a problem which was discussed 

unite the plots on which the remains are located and establish the 
measures for integrated protection and presentation of the whole 
site. Similarly, there are problems related to the management of 

(Sur-u Sultani
institutions. This situation makes it hard to manage, protect and 

monuments and ancient ruins. From these, the major ones are 
selected and presented below.
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HAGIA SOPHIA

Eastern Roman Empire, Constantinople was embellished with 
monuments of the new faith. The early churches have been changed 

Sophia which is standing today is the third one erected on the same 

According to the walls and the column bases preserved in situ, 

Emperor Justinian delegated the design to two outstanding 

from Miletus. Justinian’s desire was to erect a monument which 

The nave was surrounded by galleries on its three sides. Mosaics 
with gold and silver tesserae, purple and grey, green, white and 
honey colored marbles added to the grandeur of the interior. The 

baptisterium and the treasury-Skeuphylakion

and the ambon. During the restorations conducted by Isidoros the 

of the earlier saucer dome, a hemispherical dome was erected on 
top of the pendentives. The reopening of the church took place 
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dome as a result of which the semidome in that direction had to be 
renewed. The repair after this serious damage was carried out by 

eastern semidome and one third of the eastern part of the main 

this damage can be seen on the eastern wall of the monument. 

Following the Ottoman takeover of Constantinople, Hagia 
Sophia was converted into a mosque. As the nearest mosque to 

II allocated large sums of money for the repairs of Hagia Sophia, 
enabling it to be well maintained through the centuries. A madrasa 
and a minaret were constructed to make it a mosque and initiate a 

Detail from the gallery of Hagia Sophia
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by the donations of the succeeding sultans. Through the centuries, 
the interior has been enriched with new furniture, calligraphy 

Sinan cleared away the houses crouching on Hagia Sophia’s walls 
and repaired the south façade of the monument. When Selim II 

monumental tomb was designed by Architect Sinan. Later the 
tombs of Murat III and Mehmet III were also constructed in 
the garden of Hagia Sophia, which resulted in the creation of a 
densely built area to the south of the monument. 

The Baptistry of the Hagia Sophia was located to the south of the 
church and had its entrance from the north side. It is octagonal in 
plan and covered by a dome. After the conversion of the church 
into a mosque, it stopped being used, becoming a storage place 

became included to the group of imperial tombs in the garden of 
Hagia Sophia. The marble basin belonging to the original building 
was probably removed to bury the sultan. The font is preserved and 
stands in the porch of the monument. Later the baptisterium was 
used to bury Sultan Ibrahim I as well. The interior was probably 
painted in the Ottoman fashion during the conversion. Very little 
survives from the original mosaic decoration of the building. 

Mahmut I added an ablution fountain, a primary school, a library 

eaved roof and dome, the ablution fountain is a richly decorated 
and monumental piece of architecture, embellishing the courtyard. 
The library was squeezed between two buttresses on the south 
façade of the monument. It has a reading room accessible from 
the interior of the Hagia Sophia, and a stack on the south façade. 

all the major imperial establishments in Istanbul had kitchens to 
serve meals to the staff, students and the poor people. 
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due to its deteriorated condition, the monument underwent a major 

The works were directed by Fossati brothers from Italy. During 

the plaster over  the walls and the upper structure. They were 
documented and covered again due to the ongoing mosque function 

painted with red and white stripes to simulate an alternating wall 
construction. A sultan’s lodge was added to the end of the north 

Interior of Hagia Sophia
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gallery. Other buildings added during this repair are the madrasa 

became a museum. This made it possible to conduct researches 

the public. 

At present the monument is protected by the Ministry of Culture 
and Tourism. There are three departments responsible for the 
administration, conservation and restoration of the museum. 
The museum directorate is in charge of the administration of 
the museum, the Conservation Laboratory is responsible for 
conducting monitoring and conservation operations, the Survey 
and Monuments Directorate monitors the structure, contracts 

The restoration of the dome mosaics which started with the 

from World Monuments Fund and the Ministry of Culture and 

of the dome mosaics. The scaffolding , which covered only one 

The study and monitoring of the structure of Hagia Sophia is 
important because of earthquakes which might cause serious 

Universities. Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism established 

members to discuss and supervise the conservation works on the 
structure. 
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HAGIA EIRENE

Hagia Eirene is one of the major churches founded 

earthquakes, it still preserves some of its original 
features like its atrium, three naved structure and 

of its gallery and decoration was renewed. During 
the Ottoman period, it was included within the 

a religious building but was used as a repository 

museum was established here. With the foundation 
of a military museum at Harbiye, the objects were 
moved there and Hagia Eirene was ready to be used 
for other cultural activities. 

With its beautiful acoustics and interior, it is an 
attractive place for classical music concerts. 

During a recent alteration, the arcades around the 
atrium were reorganized to house the mosaics 
which had been recovered in rescue digs at different 
locations in the city. The presentation and reuse of 
this important monument needs to be reconsidered 
. It is important to have Hagia Irene open to the 
public but the type of activities taking place in it 

meaning. The vulnerability of Hagia Eirene is being 
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Sultan Mehmet the Conqueror
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TOPKAPI PALACE 

After the Conquest of Istanbul, the capital of the Ottoman State was 
moved to Istanbul and several important projects were initiated. 
One of the priorities was to rehabilitate the city which had been 
deserted and neglected during the siege. The construction of the 

of religious, social, educational, administrative and commercial 
institutions. 

of the city. To place the administrative center of the Empire 
over the old acropolis of Byzantion was an important decision 
which has affected the structure and the silhouette of the city 

was allocated to the palace grounds. The ruins of Hellenistic, 
Roman and Byzantine periods were incorporated in its grounds. 
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retaining walls and substructures. 

rich treasure of architecture, incorporating structures from the 
early days of its foundation to the last days of its use as the abode 
of the Ottoman sultan. It was the decision of Sultan Mahmut II 

twentieth century, after the establishment of the Turkish Republic. 
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from the late eighteenth century can be found in the Harem 
premises. 

Sur-u Sultani (The 

rises uphill nearing a point very close to Hagia Sophia. This is 

terminating at a point called 

it continued during Mehmet II’s lifetime and was completed after 

shooting out with cannons. 

which is visible in drawings from the nineteenth century. During 

in scale and modest in design . Some were named according to 
their location or special features. The changes in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries resulted in the loss of some of the walls. 
The northern end of the Imperial Wall was demolished during the 
construction of the railroad in the second half of the nineteenth 
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administration. 

courtyard was open to the public; the level of privacy ascended 

Imperial Museum, now the Archaeological Museum of Istanbul
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city, the dormitories of the palace guards, hospital of the palace, 
storage areas for wood and food, boat keeping places, farming 
grounds were arranged. Hagia Eirene is within this courtyard. The 
area to the north of the courtyard was called Gülhane, the Rose 

park. A new gate was opened for the purpose of providing access 
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in use, providing access to the public park, the Archaeological 
Museum and the Çinili Kiosk. 

Çinili Kiosk was one of the places for the enjoyment of the Sultan. 

special interior design comprising four iwans surrounding a 
central hall covered by a high dome, it recalls the contemporary 
monumental buildings of Semerkand. Its tile decoration also 

centuries several craftsmen came or were invited from Iran and 
central Asia. The original porch which had timber columns, like 

eighteenth century and was restored in stone. 

collection of interesting architectural elements made of tiles, like 
mihrabs and inscriptions collected from medieval and Ottoman 
monuments. The ceramic utensils, oil lamp collections give an 
idea about the history of the glazed ceramic production in Turkey. 
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improved presentation. 

the sea walls or built along the coast, for the sultan or his family, 

Horn. Some of the kiosks were used for certain ceremonies. 

depicted as the building used for ceremonies. The sultan and 

Unfortunately, the coastal kiosks have not been well preserved. 

substructure of the Incili Kiosk and Sepetçiler kiosks remained. 
The railroad damaged the connection of the coastal kiosks with 

veranda and hall covered with a dome. It is claimed that this kiosk 
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for symposia and international meetings. 

Alay Kiosk, which is situated over a tower located on the western 

from which the sultan watched the parade of Istanbul’s guilds. The 

in detail how the architects proceeded in the parade past this kiosk 

a turn the wall makes towards the north. As one walks along the 

Its spacious halls and rooms are used by the Ministry of Culture 
and Tourism. 

Alay Kiosk
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historic premises until the second half of the twentieth century. 

buildings were handed over to the Ministry of Culture.

The second group of buildings are the museums which were 
added in late nineteenth century. The Archaeological Museum 

Museum of Ancient Oriental Civilizations which is to the north of 
the Archaeological Museum, was built as an art school and later 
transformed into a museum. 

A gigantic Roman capital in the second Entrance to the inner treasury
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Others had to walk in. Administrative and service buildings like 
Divanhane , the council of ministers, outer treasury and the 
kitchens surround the second courtyard. The council room, which 
consists of two domed rooms, is on the north side. The sultan 
occasionaly participated in the meetings of the ministers. He 
could listen to the discussions, secretly, behind the latticework of 
a window from Adalet Kulesi, the tower attached to the council 

century and the engraving of Melling from the beginning of the 
nineteenth century. The tower symbolized the justice of the sultan. 
It was heightened and its top was remodelled in the current revival 

The outer treasury building which stands to the east of the Council 
Hall, is a rectangular building covered with eight domes. Originally 
it was used like a safe, silver and gold coins were kept in pots. 

of the cooks lie on the southern 
part of the courtyard. The 

Throne used for religious feasts
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there were twenty four cooks, nine bakers and thirteen tasters. 

The entrance to the third court is called Bab-üs Saade
of Felicity. The coronation ceremonies took place in front of this 

reign of Abdulhamid I; the central part of the arcade on the eastern 
part of the courtyard was cut and a baroque canopy was inserted 
in the middle. 

The third courtyard, Enderun was the private domain of the sultan. 
Across the entrance, there is the Reception Hall, where the sultans 
received their foreign guests. It consists of a rectangular reception 

hall are lavishly decorated with coloured marbles, glazed tiles and 
gilding. Some old engravings show the sultan sitting on a throne 
and receiving envoys. The kiosk preserves much of its original 

Reception Hall and the Library of Ahmet III in the third courtyard 
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The third courtyard is built over a sloping terrain. The ground 
is inclined towards the east. The Reception Room stands at the 
highest point of the courtyard and is connected to the surrounding 
area with stairs. The kiosk of Fatih is located at the southeast 
corner of the courtyard. On the north side of the courtyard, there 

at the service of the sultan were trained was also in this couryard. 

course of later centuries. One of these was the transformation of 
the Has Oda, the Sultan’s Room, to , the 
Suite for the Holy Relics of Islam, after the Conquest of Egypt 
by Sultan Selim I. Another important change was the addition of 
a library to the east of the Reception Hall by Ahmet III in the 

Until the seventeenth century, the area to the east of the third 

beautifully decorated pavillions, the Iftariye, Revan and Bagdad 
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also dates from the seventeenth century is also within this part of 

entertainments, with tortoises carrying candles. 

Starting with Mahmud II, the sultans moved to the palaces on the 

architect Sarkis Balyan to design a kiosk for him. Mecidiye Kiosk 

Iftariye Kiosk, loggia used by the sultan during Ramadan and 
religious feasts
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Bosphorus. A small mosque and 
guard house were associated with 

east of Mecidiye Kiosk, there is 

put up to celebrate the victory of 

beautiful capital with an eagle 

During the ninetenth century, 
several important projects 
were realized in Istanbul. The 
construction of the Istanbul-

The railroad was constructed 
but it stopped at the outskirts of 

station in the center was almost 
impossible because, to reach 
Sirkeci, the railroad had to pass 

Sultan Abdulaziz was convinced 

coming to the center of the 
city. So he gave permission to 

grounds. This resulted in the 
demolition of some pavillions 

as damage to historic walls and 
towers. from to the Roman period
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Harem

viwes, concubines, children of the sultan. There 
were also guards and maids working to carry out the 
services. Its entrance is from the second court, at a 
point to the north of the Council Hall. Another door 
opens into the third courtyard. Harem people lived 
within the rooms, apartments, pavillions and wards 
located in the northern part of the second and third 
courtyards. 

There are doubts about the presence of a harem in the 

harem section started to develop. The construction of 

structure; it has grown spontaneously over the 
centuries. Since it was attached to the north wall of 

north, over retaining walls and substructures. The 
drop in the land towards the north afforded a beautiful 

continued its growth in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

of the most attractive designs from the eighteenth 
century. The kiosk has a jetty which projects over 
the high retaining wall separating the harem from the 
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Besides the many rooms for women and the long corridors, there 
are many special spaces like baths, private suites built for some 
sultans, the premises of the queen mother, the ward of the guards. 
The gardens of the harem were carefully guarded, not to let 
outsiders to trespass into the private grounds. The harem did not 
have a kitchen of its own, the meals were served from the kitchens 
in the second courtyard. 

the establishment of the Turkish Republic. This was the starting 
point for the systematic study and documentation of its movable 
and immovable heritage. Architects Selma Emler and Mualla 

of the guards became the library for manuscripts. The kitchens, 

halls for the china, jewellery and the armory collections. The cellars 
became the archive for the documents related to the history of the 

is very rich with its collection of documents related to the personal 

and the construction activity of the imperial family. It is worth 

preserved in this archive, along with many other documents related 
to repairs and reconstructions of mosques, castles and bridges. 

During the restorations, researches were conducted, to understand 
the evolution of the structures and their transformations. Some 

changes in taste and style. , the Imperial Hall is one 

interior was covered up by baroque elements and Dutch tiles 
were used to decorate some parts of the walls. New furniture and 
paintings tend to change the atmosphere, but the architecture is 
essentially Classical Ottoman in design.
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The harem was cleaned of the inappropriate additions made in 
late nineteenth century, by those left behind after Mahmud II 

Bosphorus. At areas where the unity of the interior is at risk, the 
last period of decoration was preserved with only small sections 

opened to the public after lengthy restorations. 

Several interesting details were uncovered in the process of 
cleaning and restoration. The discovery of the original dome of 
the Veliaht Dairesi
visible because of the construction of a timber ceiling during 

decoration on deer hide was revealed and restored. It is one of the 

The restoration and maintenance of the artifacts and architectural 

the Ministry of Culture budget. The projects are developed and 
implemented by the Survey and Monuments Department of the 
Ministry of Culture and the staff of the Conservation Laboratory. 
A management plan is on the way for the protection of this 

earthquakes in its long history and restorations followed the 
cracks and collapses. Recently there is a project by the Ministry 

THE THEODOSIAN WALL

With the increase of the city’s population in the fourth century, 
the area contained within the Constantinian Wall became densely 
populated, not able to meet the demands for new development. 

of Constantinopolis further to the west. A new wall was constructed 

called the “Theodosian Wall” started at Marmara Sea, where the 
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The Comnenian wall in the nineteenth century
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city. The section of the landwall from the medieval period is called 
“the Comnenian Wall”, due to the reigning dynasty at the time. It 
starts from the north of the Tekfur Saray and stretches towards the 

usually square in plan. Octagonal towers are placed at points 
where the wall makes an angle. The towers are given numbers, 

is very critical. It could defend the attacks from the sea and the 
shore. So its plan is pentagonal, to provide the chance to shoot 
from different angles. 

The ground level was accessible from the land to the east of the 
wall. Usually the land adjoining the wall belonged to people 

at the level of the wall walk. There are windows 
on the walls of the towers, which made 
it possible to shoot with arrows. 
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Stairs attached to the eastern side of the main wall lead up to 
the wall walk. 

The third level is the roof of the towers, called the platform level. 
It is possible to climb to the top of the towers with narrow stairs 
attached to the eastern side of the tower. The stairs were protected 
from shooting by the enemy with high curtain walls. The top of 
the towers were crenellated; from this level, it was possible to 
shoot with arrows and catapults. 

of walls are covered with regular coursed ashlar blocks made 
of local limestone.After earthquakes, the original construction 
technique was altered or changed. So today it is possible to see 
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both alternating wall construction and repairs carried out by using 
only stone.

In front of the main wall there is the front wall, a lower structure, 

rectangular or U shaped in plan. They are smaller in size, but 
important in strengthening the defense line. Being located between 
the main towers, they make it possible to create additional points 
of attack in the weaker part of the front line. It was possible to 
shoot arrows from the windows of the towers and also from the 
battlements above the wall walk. The construction of the front 

Land Wall was built, the ditch could not be horizontal. There are 
several partition walls in the ditch to hold the water, when it is 

sources in the western part of the city were used . 

Earthquakes damaged the city walls
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workmanship helped its walls and towers to resist the ravages of 

to be reconstructed due to earthquakes. 

The entrance to the city was provided by seven gates, located 
at points which were linked with the street pattern and the 

most important one, used by victorious emperors as they entered 

of marble blocks. The second gate, located to the north of the 

gates are not known. They are named according to the direction 
they are heading for, or the group of people who lived around it. 

came from Belgrade settled around it in the Ottoman period. The 
other gates towards the north are named Silivri, Mevlevihane, 

The medieval part of the Land Wall, the Comnenian Wall, was built 
over a sloping terrain. The topography in this part of town made it 
easier to defend the city. So the new wall was not designed with 
three components as the Theodosian Wall; it consists of only one 
line of defence, supported by high towers. The only gate on this part 

, which is still in use. 

easy to attack the city. To keep the enemy far from the main wall, a 

to this part of the wall due to the attacks by foreign troops. 

The Land Wall has been subjected to strong tremors soon after 
its erection. The construction technique used in the repairs after 

building, therefore hard to differentiate from the original. The 
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Yedikule Fortress

marked with inscriptions and thus easy to date. Some towers were 
reconstructed after the earthquakes in the nineth and eleventh 

Ottoman period, because the city was no longer situated at the 
frontier. It was at an inland position, far from war or risk of being 

Dardanelles and some precautions were taken at the capital. During 

carried out some repairs to the land and sea walls in order to 
prepare the city against the attack of the approaching Venetians. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, the ruined walls and 

town, watching the wild vegetation growing from the crevices of 

and sketches of the ninetenth century artists give an idea about the 
tranquillity of the area. 
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Towards the end of the nineteenth century, important changes took 
place in the vicinity of the southern end of the walls. The leather 

Land Wall. The construction of the railroad connecting Europe 
to Istanbul was another important event. The trains entered the 

of the motorway along the coast changed the relationship of the 
walls with the sea. A new cut was made through the curtain wall 

of the sea and the afore mentioned towers.

The Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul is responsible for 
the care of the Land and Sea Walls. During the preparation of 

was carried out to remove the structures which had croached 
in the area. After the listing of the Historic Areas of Istanbul as 
World Heritage, the Metropolitan Municipality took action to 
clear the area adjoining the Wall from accretions. This required 

component of the rehabilitation project concerning the environs of 
the Land Wall. The Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul engaged 

protection belt of the Land Wall. A project was developed for the 
landscaping of the green areas along the Land Wall. Inventory 
cards were prepared for cultural assets which had not been 
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r

preparing conservation projects for the towers and wall sections. 

chosen. After the preparation of the photogrammetric surveys, 

architects and other professionals reacted to the inappropriate 
treatment of important remains. 

and asked for advice from universities. The principle of minimum 
intervention was suggested and adopted for the preservation of 

the principle of minimum intervention. The restoration works at 
the Walls were stopped by the Municipality, due to the change of 

towers to collapse, the City administration decided to start 
restoration works again, stabilizing towers which could collapse 

artery were seriously damaged. For reasons of public safety, 

Following the restoration of these damaged towers, the section to 

The works were conducted by a contractor, who was not properly 
supervised. As a result, the interventions in this area were not found 
satisfactory. UNESCO warned the authorities to stop the work and 
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THE CASTLE OF SEVEN TOWERS

The Castle of Seven Towers is located close to the southern end 
Porta Aurea

was built by the order of Mehmed II, as a castle where the state 
treasury was kept. It is nearly pentagonal in plan. The four towers 
on its western side belong to the Theodosian Wall. The three in 
the eastern part are cylindrical in plan. The entrance to the castle 
is from the northeast, through an arched gateway. The walls are 

castle during its use through the centuries. On a drawing from the 
seventeenth century, there is a small mosque and several houses; 

century, one of the eastern towers was used as a prison where 
occasionally foreign envoys were put in custody. Inside this tower, 
which is also called the “ambassadors’ tower”, it is possible to see 
the names of some of the imprisoned people on the walls. 

which devastated the settlement inside the castle walls. The houses 
disappeared; today only the lower part of the minaret survives from 
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the mosque. Action was taken by the general directorate responsible 
for Antiquities in the second half of the twentieth century. Architect 
Cahide Tamer was responsible for the works carried out between 

the southwest corner of the garden in order to use the castle for 
performances during summer nights. Recently, the Ministry of 

arranges concerts and other performances inside the Castle. 
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ZEYREK

and Ottoman structures. It is located on a hillside overlooking 

Monastery founded in the twelfth century by Queen Eirene, wife 

South Church. Then the North Church dedicated to Lady Mary 
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in between the south and the north churches and a chapel was 
constructed over her tomb. This building, squeezed between two 
larger structures, was called the Funerary Church. 

about the program of the monastery and the charity institutions 
attached to it. According to its foundation deed, the monastery 
comprised a house for the elderly, a hospital and an eye clinic. 

place for the looted goods from the city, before they were sent 
to Europe. The monastery and the churches were restored by the 

The dependencies of the monastery have been lost in the course 
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The monument suffered from several earthquakes in its long 
history. The style of the repairs provides evidence about the date 

collapse of the central dome of the north church and produced 
deformations in the columns of the South Church. As a result of 
the damages, the columns in both the North and South churches 
were replaced by piers with larger cross sections. A sultan’s lodge 
was added to the southwest of the mosque. The damages caused 

documented. During the twentieth century, the responsibility 

research within the South Church, revealing the beautiful opus 
sectile decoration in the central part of the naos. 
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no longer inhabited by the families who had built or inherited 
them, but immigrants from southeast Anatolia, coming to Istanbul 
for jobs preferred to live in this quarter due to the low rents and 

were not very careful about their environment. Some people 

replace it by imitation in concrete. This cheap material was not as 
good as the lead in protecting the monument; it needed constant 
maintenance. But the necessary care was not taken; the roof 
was neglected for more than twenty years, which resulted in the 
development of serious humidity problems. 

save the building from further deterioration. Documentation 

Municipality donated a large some for roof restoration. With 
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with support from World Monuments Fund, Illinois University 
and private donors. The restoration of the roof included the 
treatment of several structural cracks in the vaults and domes. 
Many interesting features about the history of the monument were 
uncovered during the work on the roof. 

Along with the work on the roof, a restoration project was 
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project was presented to UNESCO through Turkish National 
Commission for UNESCO and funds were received for its 

improving the stability of the eastern wall and the general 

city through its long history. Thus the urban fabric was renewed 

twentieth century. So the Ottoman street pattern is preserved in 
this part of Fatih. The timber houses dating from nineteenth and 

atmosphere of old Istanbul, making it a spectacular site, worthy of 
designation as a World Heritage site. 

UNESCO has warned Turkey to take urgent measures to stop 

and implementation work has been carried out with technical 

Turkey to restore a timber house on Ibadethane Sokak. Traditional 
methods and materials were used in the restoration of house no. 

site. Timber Association has taken initiative to monitor the area 
and warn the responsible authorities about the bad interventions 
and losses. Recently the Municipality of Fatih has taken action to 

of Istanbul. KUDEB, a control and technical assistance center 
established by the Metropolitan Municipality is training craftsmen 
and supervising the works.
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SÜLEYMANIYE

 

the headquarters of Istanbul Muftu, Botanical Institute attached to 
Istanbul University are located within this district. 

rises like a mountain over the top of the hill and catches the eye as 

and west, terraces were created by the construction of retaining 

which consists of a grand mosque, two tombs, a primary school, 

a guesthouse, a refectory, a kitchen, a bakery, a Koran reading 
room, a bath and several shops. A spacious courtyard surrounds 
the mosque and its arcaded couryard on three sides. The tomb of 
the founder and his wife are placed to the  side of the mosque, 
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in the garden to the southeast. Madrasas are on the northeast and 
southwest sides of the mosque. The northwest side is reserved for 

kitchen and the tabhane/guesthouse. Due to the slope towards the 
west, all of the three buildings have basements. 

Hagia Sophia, however, Architect Sinan chose a more modest 
scale for his mosque design, probably due to the imminent 
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Süleymaniye Complex and the Golden Horn

mosque design with many important, new details. He regarded 
Suleymaniye as the work of his mid-career. The three storeyed 
western gate of the courtyard is unique in Ottoman architecture. 
Marble, granite, porphyry columns were brought from different 
places of the Empire to embellish this grand monument. The best 
quality works of stone masons, tile workers and other craftsmen 
of the time were used in the creation of Suleymaniye. 
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Timber houses from Süleymaniye
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the ablution fountains were placed on the 
side walls of the mosque. In the courtyard, a 
decorative fountain with jets of water from 

of the structural elements, especially the 
buttresses on the side elevations was very 
ingenious. They were nicely articulated; the 
combination of the rythmic two-storeyed 
arcade and its projecting roof was a novelty 
in the façade design of Ottoman mosques. 

Architect Sinan used references to ancient 
architecture in his major works, enriching 
his designs and giving them a depth of 
history. Octagonal plan was used very often 
for tombs in Ottoman architecture. In his 
design for the tomb of Sultan Suleyman, 
Architect Sinan used an octagonal plan with 
inner and outer ambulatories, borrowing 
elements from Roman architecture. 

close to his but is quite modest in scale. The 

sided inside. This typology is derived from 
Seljuk architecture; Architect Sinan had 
several references to Seljuk architecture in 
his works. The interior of the tomb is richly 

is sober with regular ashlar masonry. The 
cylindical drum of the tomb is unique in 
Ottoman architecture, with verses from the 
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of high priority
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Madrasas

Evvel, 
Sani, Salis and Rabi
southwest side of the mosque, on a land sloping towards the 
north. They are arranged symmetrically on two sides of a street. 
Today these two madrasas are used by the Ministry of Culture 
and Tourism as the manuscript library for the collections of the 
historic libraries of Istanbul. A team of conservators are employed 
for the care of the rare books in the library. 

The third and fourth madrasas are on the northern side of the 

in layout, with their entrances located on the Mimar Sinan Street. 
The tomb of Architect Sinan is also located on this street. The 
madrasas do not have inscriptions; historic documents provide the 

twin madrasas is very special; their courtyards are not level but 
adapted to the terrain with steps. The classrooms are located at 
the highest point of the land. The courtyard has several terraces. 
One reaches the northern wing of the building by means of steps. 
The eastern and western arcades have sofas for the students to 
sit, read or to contemplate. Under the northern wing of the third 
and fourth madrasas, there is a row of rooms dedicated to the 

named  the Madrasa of Scholars, although 
the building did not function as a madrasa.

Darülhadith; a madrasa for the teaching 
of the sayings of the prophet Mohammad. This madrasa was the 
highest ranking madrasa in the Ottoman Empire, when it was built. 
It consists of a raised classroom and a row of cells arranged on a 
broken line. The madrasa was damaged seriously in the course of 
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school in Istanbul. It is located 
to the west of Sani madrasa, 
with its cells placed above the 
western end of , 
the bazaar of tobacco dealers. 
According to the foundation 

there were eight students in the 
madrasa. This means that there 
were eight rooms for the students 
and other spaces for the staff 
and services. Medical college 
was converted into a hospital in 

the twentieth century. Today there are twelve rooms arranged 
in a line. The two rooms at the ends are rectangular in plan and 
covered with two domes. The others are square in plan. Within 
the present arrangement, there is not a large room which could 

there was probably a colonnade or an arcade with a timber roof 
along the southern side of the cells. Several changes took place; 
the arcade is no longer a semi-open space but walled in.

The single domed building attached to the eastern wall of the 
tomb garden is the Darülkurra, the building for teaching the 

and is surrounded by buildings. During the restoration carried out 

and its dome was reconstructed. 

The primary school is located to the east of the Evvel Madrasa, 
above the eastern end of the Tiryaki Bazaar. Its entrance is on 

Rabi Madrasa, classroom
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semi-open space covered by a dome at the entrance. This was 
used as the summer classroom. The closed part of the school is 

for children today.

The hospital,  is a spacious building, located to the 
southwest of the mosque, on a terrain sloping towards the west. 
It is organized around two courtyards. A pharmacy and a small 

To provide health services was not assumed as a public duty in 

people, as part of foundations. Only the sultan and his family 

the second healthcare center in Istanbul when it was built. 

The darüzziyafe
north of the hospital. It consists of a kitchen, a refectory, storage 

design of the imaret is similar to the public kitchen of the 

arrangement of the units around a arcaded courtyard. It is a big 
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as well as the guests staying at the tabhane. Its basement was used 
as the stable for the animals of the guests staying at the Tabhane.

three days, without any charge. During this period, their animals 
stayed at the stable and were looked after. There are two entrances 
to the stable; a small one from the sloping street to the south of the 
building and a large gate from the road along the west wall. The 
interior is a L shaped large hall, covered with vaults. Slit windows 
were used for the ventilation and illumination of the interior. 

The guesthouse, tabhane is situated to the north of the public 

leads to a forecourt from which the building is reached. The 
guesthouse is a spacious building with rooms and iwans arranged 
around a courtyard. The courtyard is paved with marble slabs and 
has a pool in the center. The iwan across the entrance is the most 
conspicuous element of the whole composition. It was reserved 
for guests, to come together, to have meals or to chat. There are 
also small sofas in front of the rooms for sitting and resting. The 

guesthouse was used as part of the State Archives. It was not open 
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structure. Conservation works are on the way. 

 in 
their programs. According to the historic documents related 
to its construction, the bath was one of the last buildings to be 

one, meaning that it serves men and women at different hours 
of the day. The planimetry of the hot section has a central dome 
with four iwans and four corner cells. The bath has undergone 
some alterations in the nineteenth century. Its three bay porch 
was walled in to create additional space. A timber gallery , 
was added to the dressing hall. The bath stopped functioning after 

basements had to be built, which were used as shops or storage 
areas. Under the terrace, to the north of the mosque, there is a 
long row of shops. Another long row, attached to the south wall 
of the third and fourth madrasas, faced these shops. This was a 
bazaar where craftsmen specialized in brasswork, producing 
samovars, braziers, candlesticks were located. The street is called 

, the founders’ bazaar. The shops are rectangular in 
plan and covered by vaults. The timber shutters on their façades 
have been changed in time. Originally, they had wide eaves which 

for some of the supporting elements are preserved. 

Istanbul. It was built at a time when Ottomans were very strong, 

be selected very carefully in order to present the site as a socio-
cultural institution of its time. 
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quarter was a fashionable quarter with konaks, 

district continued over the centuries, attracting 

shops. The panorama of C. Loos from early 
eighteenth century, gives a good idea about how 

transformations took place.

workshop organized on a street, forming arastas, 
lines of shops. Commercial activity in the area 

its earlier boundaries until the twentieth century. 

pulled down to give way to large scaled reinforced 
concrete structures. Several workshops and small 
industrial plants occupied these multi storeyed 

residential quarter during the Ottoman period, 
with konaks commanding a nice view over 

structure of the district changed dramatically 
with many immigrant families from southeast 
Anatolia. The new comers preferred to live there 

Almost all the houses were rented or purchased 
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by families with rural background and bachelors looking for job 
opportunities. During Istanbul’s listing to the World Heritage, the 
timber houses within the district were in better condition than 

maintenance and changes to the fabric by demolitions have caused 

historic houses poses a great risk to the integrity of the urban site. 

CONSERVATION OF HISTORIC ISTANBUL

sloping hills, valleys and shores. Claiming to be the New Rome, 
Constantinople was organized around seven hills. Building over a 
peninsula, with emphasis on its natural features was a challenge. 

focal points of this spectacular urban compound. With major 

silhouette, which lends itself to interesting and impressive 
panoramas has been created. In addition to the prestigious 
religious buildings, profane buildings like fountains, sabils, timber 
and masonry houses add to the attraction of the city and its streets. 

Artists and travellers who visited Istanbul during the nineteenth 

“ 

of Turks appeared before us

We are passing by 

Thank God, glory to the created. I had not seen such beauty even 
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and terraces

Melling’s early nineteenth century engravings show Istanbul as it 
looked before the drastic interventions to the city. The sea walls 

grounds yet. The hills of the ancient city are covered with small 
houses and impressive monuments. Hagia Sophia rises over the 

Mosque is visible at the top of the third hill. The fourth hill, over 
which once the Church of Holy Apostles stood, is now occupied 
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meters. Mihrimah Sultan Mosque was raised over it in the 

it is an important landmark, pointing to the western boundary of 

hill is not a very conspicuous topographical element. It is on the 

The southern silhouette of the city has several important urban 
elements but is not as impressive as the northern one. On its 
eastern end, there is the Hippodrome and Sultan Ahmet Mosque 

only partially visible on this view of the city. New buildings curtain 
some of the major monuments and the tall structures at Levent and 
Maslak interfere with the monumental appearance of Old Istanbul. 

During the Byzantine period, Marmara coast had several 
harbours which were silted in time and lost their function. 

on the Marmara coast
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uncovered some of their secrets. Several boats, amphorae, walls 
provide an insight into this part of the city. The site is worthy of 
presentation with its interesting remains. 

to different destinations around the Marmara Sea. To the west 

health facilities belonging to Istanbul University and Social 
, 

Samatya where Christian population lived, several churches are 
visible with their tall bell towers. They are surrounded by timber 

Istanbul. Though separated from the coast, the sea walls are 
visible towards the western end of the city. The Marble tower 

and the nineteenth century gas works in the background, the 
southern silhouette of the old city is completed. 

During the nineteenth century, historic Istanbul had many quarters 
consisting of two or three storeyed timber houses. Visitors 
approaching the city from the Marmara sea thought that a city 
with such an impressive view would have a regular street pattern 
. When they started to go around, the visitors were surprised by 
the narrow and winding streets. De Amicis underlines the fact that 

They kept searching for the remnants of ancient city. The urban 
form of the Byzantine city was not preserved during the Ottoman 
period. Several of the open spaces which surrounded major 
monuments were occupied by houses and other buildings. In the 
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houses are clustered in the area between Hagia Sophia and the 
Blue Mosque. Several open spaces, squares were created during 
the twentieth century as part of the new planning of the city. The 

removing the nineteenth century commercial buildings over 

headquarters building by clearing the site. 

caused great damage to the timber architecture of the city. After 

patterns. The new street pattern tried to preserve and present the 
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old monuments as part of the new scheme, but with the loss of 
the surrounding fabric, the meaning and impact of the historic 
ensembles was changed dramatically. 

Until the beginning of the twentieth century, most of the 
inhabitants of Istanbul lived within the Theodosian Walls, with 

quarter of the nineteenth century with new housing projects. On 

new living quarters and schools. Several small suburban villages 

in the Marmara Sea was another focal point for the summers. 
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The timber houses, kiosks and the natural beauty of the islands 
is noteworthy. Many historic neighborhoods and buildings from 
the turn of the century have good quality design and artistic value 
and are worthy of preservation. Due to the crisis caused by lack 
of funds, neglect and lack of legal apparatus to designate urban 
areas, this valuable heritage is only partially protected. 

Several wide roads were opened in the Historic city as part of the 

through the commercial part of the city. These were part of H. 
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The historic city was subjected to great changes due to new 
trends in architecture and also pressures from immigration and 

not enable the Ministry of Culture to designate urban or rural 

to identify and list the better preserved areas of the city, like 

Heritage sites of Historic Istanbul. The inscription of the Historic 

more emphasis on the protection of the Land Walls, but it was not 

owned houses until very recently. With a new amendment to 
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the legal apparatus, the protection 
of the urban fabric is easier to 
handle. The ten percent of property 

allocated to the protection of the 
cultural heritage. This fund is a 
grant and is used through the local 
governments for the protection of 
cultural heritage. 

Istanbul was developed very 
recently. There are several risks 
emanating from new projects for 

been carried out for other subway 

Scutari. All these new interventions 

between the two sides of the city. 

construction of a tunnel for vehicles 
to pass under the Bosphorus is 
considered. 

Ministry of Culture and Tourism 
is working on a risk preparedness 
project to protect the museums and 
other important cultural heritage 
under its protection against the 
future shocks which might endanger 
the structures and the collections 
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in them. Detailed studies have been carried out for monuments 

Hagia Eirene and the Monastery of Chora. 

During Istanbul’s inscription to World Heritage List, the 

historic center of the city includes the bazaar area surrounded by 

century. This area constitutes an important part of the historic 
city, but was designated at a later date. Earthquakes and lack of 
maintenance has caused damages to the caravansarays but the 
historical and architectural importance of the commercial center 

Istanbul. 

There is common concern among the citizens of Istanbul and 
Turkey about the future of the city. The protection of the natural 
assets and cultural properties demands a lot of work and care. 
To construct new skyscrapers, bridges, roads, underwater tunnels 
without taking care of their impact on the historic city presents 
great risks. Istanbul has to be protected from pressures and 
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vandalism by the efforts of people who know and appreciate 
its values. Teams of professionals and volunteers have to keep 
vigilance towards this goal. 

We hope that Istanbul will continue to preserve its universal value 

better means of presenting its cultural layers, enabling all citizens 
of the world to appreciate it and learn from it. The last words 

Dear Istanbul,
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NOTES

I. UNESCO, Basic Texts of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, 

 Istanbul-World 
City

Istanbul World City Exhibition
Bildlexikon zur Topographie Istanbuls, 

Dünden Bugüne Istanbul 
Ansiklopedisi

 Pierre Gilles’ Constantinople
Dünden Bugüne Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, 

Devri
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Istanbul
, Istituto Italiana 

Istanbul-
World City

, Vol. IV, 
Dünden Bugüne Istanbul 

Ansiklopedisi

, p. 

Dünya 
Kenti Istanbul
Dünya Kenti Istanbul

Dünden Bugüne Istanbul 
Ansiklopedisi

 (Ed. A. 

Konstantinopel, 
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Ansiklopedisi

Dünden Bugüne 
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, 

Yedikule

, 

Istanbul’da Iki Iskandinav 
Seyyah
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